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Co.
Prime Minister

MEDIA OWNERSHIP - FINAL PACKAGE
We have met twice to discuss the reform of media ownership rules. This letter summarises
the decisions we have taken. Our approach will be deregulatory wherever possible, but we
will retain a set of simple rules to p~event too great a concentration of ownership and
political influence. Where we propose to remove rul.es (for example to allow sizeable
newspaper companies to own Chaired 5) content regulation will be able to maintain the
quality, impartialityand diversity of programming, and competition law will tend to
encourage dispersed ownership and new entry. Where we ~ggest the retention of rules it is
because competition law will not guarantee the plurality Of ownership that democracy
demands. Three cross-media ownership ru!es will maintain the vibrancy of democratic
debate in three important ways:

big players in .the national newspaper market will be prevented from owning.a
significant stake in ITV, the only commercial public service bro.adcast.er with
universal access to a mass audience; ,
a parallel regional rule will prevent a~nyone owning all the newspapers and the regional
ITV licence in any region or any major ci0];
in every local omm .u.nity with a range of local radio services, there will be a rule to
ensure at least 3 commercial media voices exist, in addition to the BBC.

The rules"
Thexe will be certain disqualifications on ownership by particular groups:
¯

Political Organisiitions will not be allowed to hold broadcasting licences of any kind.

¯

Religious organisations will not be allowed to h01d any Channel 3 or Channel 5 licence
or any national radio licence (analogue or digital).

Within individual media sectors (television~ radio, newspapers) therewill be certain guaranteed
’floors’ of phrality:

The existence of the BBC arid Channel 4, in addition to the commercially-owned ITV
and Channel S, #ill ensure there are at least 3 separate free-t’o-alr terrestrial TV
broadcasters.
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Local radio ownership rules should ensure that wherever there is a well-developed
choice of radio services there will be at least 3 separate owners of local commercial radio
services, in addition to the BBC.
No one will be allowed to own more than one local digital multiplex in any area (most
areas will only have two).
A reformed newspaper merger regime will be less onerous and more targeted, applying
post-acquisition only in cases where there is sign!.’flcant concern on competition or
pluraiity grounds.. Criminal sanctions will be removed. Final decisions, at least on
plurality grounds, will rest with Ministers.
There will continue to be a nominated news provider system to guarantee the quality and
editoriH independence of the ITV news:
ITV miast network its news, which must be provided by an organisation that OFCOM
.nominate as fit for the purpose;
.o"

No one" will be allowed to ownmore than 40% of any nominated news provider, and
ITV companies may own no more than 40% in combination or in total;
.

When negotiating future clews contracts with their chosen news provider, ITV
companies will have to ensure the service is adequatkdy finar, ced, to ensure that" it is of
high quality.
The intention of this arrangement is to make sure that ITV news, as the BBC’s only significant
competitor, is independent.and ofsuffidently high qu .ality. There will be a power for the
Secretary of State to introduce the same system for Channel 5, if that channel’s news service
comes to act as a direct competitor in the same manner as ITV news. The Secretary of State
will also have a power’to sunset the whole arrangemerit, ira wider range of competitors
emerge.
There will effectively be three cross-media ownership rules:
A national ’20%’ rule:

(a)

no one controlling more than 20% of the national newspaper market may hold
any licence for Ch 3;

(b)

no one controlling more than 20% of the national newspaper market may hold
more than a 20% stake in any Ch 3 service;

(c)

a company may not own more than a 20% share in such a service if more than
20% of its stock is in turn owned by a national newspaper proprietor with more
than 20% of the market.
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2. " A parallel, regional ’20%’ rule: no one owning a regional Channel 3 licence may own
more than 20% of the local/regional newspaper market in the same region.
.

Rules on local radio ownership that ensure there.are at least 3 commercial media voices
(in TV, radi0and n.ewspapers)in addition to the BBC, in every area that has .a range of
services.

OFCOM will be required to review all media ownership rules, no less.than eveW three years.
They will make any recommendations for further reform to the Secretary of State, who wiU be
able to amend orremove rules by secondary legislation.
We will remind OFCOM of the particular importance of monitoring impartiality in the
media, given the significant consolidation of. ownership the nev¢ rules allow." We expect them
to investigate particular services as necessary (see below).
The extent of deregulation
.This package represents a significant degree ofdereguhtiorL ’I~
abolishes restrictions on foreign ownership;
removes the regulatory barriers to a single ITV (though not the competition authorities’

scrutiny);

,.

0 oves o. y_be o ation oe radlo interes across the simpJ. ing the

ow. nership at the lo’cal level ;
scales down the burdens imposed on newspaper owners by the special merger regime;
removes the restrictions. On joint-ownership of TV and radio;
allows large newspaper companies to own Channel 5 and a range of radio stations;
rul .e.s on

greatly.simplilqes and relaxes the rules on local radio/local newspaper cross-ownership;

reduces the number of cross-media ownership rules from I2 to (effe vdy) 3.
Content regulation

The regulatory ~amework provided by the rest of the Bill will ensure ~hat th, concentration of
ownership in fewer, larger hands does not dilute the quality, diversity or impartiality of
broadcast content.
1TV will still consist of regional licences, with requirements for regional production and
programmin" g, as welI as independent production and original production. OFCOM
wiU have the power to vary these licences whenever they change hands to maintain their
regional character.
Charred 5 will also have requiremerits for independent production and original
production. OFCOM will be able to vary the terms of the Channel 5 licence to alter
the scale of these requirements if the nature of the service and the size of.its audience
change markedly, as long as the broadcaster consents to the change. The Secretary of
State will also be able to alter the public service remit of the service, again with the
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broadcaster’s consent. If the Channel 5 licence changes hands, OFCOM will be able to
vary the licence to maintain the existing character of the service. (These are lirriited
powers, but deliberately so - allowing OFCOM to change .licence conditions without
reference to the views of the broadcaster or the existing character of the service would
cut against the light touch, self-regulatory tone of the rest of the Bill).
tt.

.There will be a power (described above) to introduce a nominated news provider system
for Cha .nnel 5., tithe channel’s news service emerges as a direct competitor to BBC and
ITV ne~cs services.
OFCOM will have a new. duty to protect and promote the local content of local radio
services, and they will now be able to vary such licences on a change of control, to
maintain their local character.

OFCOM will have the power to investigate the news/current affairs programming of
any local radio service where they have cause to suspect that news is being presented
without due accuracy or impartiality, or that undue prominence is given to views or
opinions of particular persons or bodies in matteis of political or industrial policy. The
policy narrative that we publish alongside the Bill will stress that in the light of what is
.likely to be considerable consolidation in local radio markets, OFCOM will have to pay
particular attentil~n to matters of impartiality.

TESSA JOWELL

PATRI~IA HEWITT

I2 April 2002
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